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A General Algorithm for Exploration
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Alberto Viseras Ruiz1 and Calin Olariu1
Abstract—We propose a novel algorithm for efficient explo-
ration with a single agent in unknown environments, populated
with static obstacles. Every next position is computed by
employing environment inference on top of path planning.
The path planning process that ensures obstacle avoidance
uses a modified version of the A* algorithm [1] and the
inference is performed by direct sensing and by predicting
values at yet-not-visited positions using Gaussian processes.
We have validated our algorithm with densely measured data
of an indoor magnetic field with significant spatial variations
in different obstacle setups. Additionally, it is shown that it
outperforms a previously developed algorithm [2], for obstacle-
free scenarios, and the random movement of the agent.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
The need for humans risking their lives to explore
unknown environments is diminishing as the deployment
of intelligent agent networks is becoming more and more
accessible. Specifically, exploring disaster management
scenarios by a network of autonomous agents has been
getting attention in recent literature. Our motivation stems
from the fact that environments are unpredictable, which
requires the combination of efficient exploration with
obstacle avoidance, based solely on real-time measurements
and on no prior knowledge.
B. Problem Statement
Existing approaches to exploration either treat the
collecting of information in obstacle-free environments or
make use of a prior belief about the environment. We wish
to collect information efficiently and as quickly as possible,
while navigating with a single agent in a completely
unknown environment, populated with static obstacles. This
requires the design of an algorithm to guide a deployed
agent to minimize the overall uncertainty in a small amount
of time.
C. Related Work
In [3], the authors treat the application of monitoring
spatial-temporal dynamics with agents that have bounded
resources. In order to maximize the information collected,
they are proposing an approach (eSIP algorithm) to plan
the informative paths, which is an NP-hard optimization
1Both authors are with the Institute of Communications and Nav-
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Fig. 1: Example of agent’s trajectory in a 43×96 environment while
exploring the magnetic field intensity in an indoor environment,
running the novel algorithm. The static obstacles are represented by
black blocks. The red cells represent the currently detected obstacles
(current map of obstacles).
problem. However, while their algorithm achieves near-
optimal performance, it is non-adaptive i.e. they make use
of the known belief about the environment which is, more-
over, considered to be obstacle-free. Viseras et al. propose
in [2] a multi-agent exploration algorithm that both is scal-
able and requires no prior knowledge about the environment.
However, it assumes an obstacle-free environment. In [4],
Julian et al. are focusing on a distributed robotic sensor
network whose goal is to infer an environment. A gradient-
based controller allows the multiple agents to move along
the gradient of mutual information to minimize uncertainty
and the authors proved it is locally optimal in most general
form. The overall focus is on the distributive approach,
as non-parametric methods are used for scaling w.r.t. the
number of robots and a consensus is found to estimate joint
measurement probabilities. However, the agents act in an
obstacle-free environment. Our work employs a complex,
populated, unknown environment and searches for paths to
collect information efficiently. As new obstacles are detected
during movement, the agent might need to change re-adapt
the previously computed path.
There are many algorithms in literature capable of generating
optimal paths, starting with Dijkstra’s original algorithm [5]
and incorporating further improvements. In [1], Hart et al.
firstly describe the A* algorithm which uses heuristics to
improve time performance. Moreover, Enhanced D* Lite
outperforms A* in terms of computational complexity [6].
In addition, a series of algorithms (anytime planners) have
emerged to deal with producing optimal plans while having
time constraints [7]. Specifically, a highly suboptimal solu-
tion is found and then improved until a given time expires.
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In our case, we intend to adapt a low-complexity algorithm
- A* - to suit the purpose of collecting information while
avoiding collisions.
In [8], Zhu treats dynamic obstacle avoidance in an
unknown environment. Specifically, he investigates motion
models for non-static obstacles by predicting their move-
ment using a Hidden Markov Model. In contrast, our work
employs static obstacles while the information is predicted
through Gaussian processes (GPs). A probabilistic approach
on path planning with obstacles is tackled by Blackmore
et al. in [9]. They reach the same complexity as in the
case where uncertainty is not involved; however, information
inference is not treated on top of the path planning process.
After this introduction, we derive a modified version of
A*, used throughout the paper, and the background on
Gaussian processes in Section II. The novel algorithm is
discussed in detail in section III and the validation results
are presented in Section IV. In the final section conclusions
are drawn and future work is laid out.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Modified A* Algorithm
The A* algorithm [1] is widely used in path planning
(also graph traversal applications) due to combining the
core principle of both Dijkstra’s algorithm [5] and Greedy
BFS [10]: it is guaranteed to compute the shortest path and
achieves good time performance. More exactly, it combines
the knowledge g and the admissible heuristic h of every
node x as the current node, into a cost function that drives
the pathfinding:
f(x) = g(x) + h(x) (1)
The Modified A* version we use is an adaptation from
the classic A*. It does also take uncertainty of the positions
s into consideration when expanding the path with the next
node. Given x the current node, the successor1 is found by:
xsucc = argmin
xsucc
g(x) + d(x, xsucc)
σ2xsucc
+
d(xsucc, xtarget)
σ2xsucc
+σ2xtarget
2
 (2)
with d(x, xsucc) being the straight distance from the current
node to the candidate-successor and σ2xsucc the variance of
the candidate-successor. The second term is the heuristic
to the successor and is expressed by the straight distance
w.r.t the variance at the successor’s position. The third term
represents the heuristic to the target and is given by the
distance successor-target w.r.t the average predicted variance
between the extremities.
B. Spatial Gaussian Process Model
Consider, for example, the task of obtaining a map of
the magnetic field intensity in an indoor environment. If we
could model the spatial dependencies of the magnetic field
1A successor is a neighboring, intermediate node between the current
node and the target node.
well, we could fill spatial gaps between measurements with
predictions. The stronger the dependencies are and the better
they are represented in a model, the less measurements are
needed to achieve a certain accuracy. Gaussian Processes
have been used to model temperatures and other spatial
phenomena [11]. It has also been shown, that the magnetic
field intensity in an indoor environment can be modeled as
a Gaussian Process [12].
A Gaussian Process is a collection of random variables,
any finite number of which have a multivariate Gaussian
distribution. It is fully specified by a mean function m(x)
and a covariance function k(x,x′), where x,x′ are vectors
that define spatial positions [13].
We define the following vectors2: 1) x = [x1, x2, ..., xn]
is the n-observations input space. 2) f = [f1, f2, ..., fn] is
the set of the observed target values. Each of the observed
target values corresponds to one of the variables in the n-
observations input space. 3) x∗ is the predictive input space.
Gaussian Processes are commonly used as priors in a
Bayesian setting. Given f and x, we can predict the target
values f∗ for the predictive input space x∗. The elements in
f∗ are distributed according to: p(f∗|x∗,x, f) = N (f¯∗,σ2f∗).
The mean vector f¯∗ and the variance vector σ2f∗ of the
posterior distribution are calculated as:
f¯∗ = m(x∗) +KT∗ ·K−1 · (f −m(x)),
σ2f∗ = K∗∗ −KT∗ ·K−1 ·K∗.
(3)
The matrices K,K∗,K∗∗ are defined from the co-
variance function as: K = [k(xi, xj)]i,j=1,...,n, K∗ =
[k(x∗, xi)]i=1,...,n, K∗∗ = k(x∗,x∗).
The definition of the covariance function assumes the
notion of similarity, which means that we expect that closer
points are more likely to be similar. We focus our interest
in stationary and isotropic covariance functions. The most
widely used covariance functions in machine learning are the
squared exponential (4) and the Mate´rn class (5) covariance
functions. This second one is characterized by a smoothness
parameter ν; with Kν being the modified Bessel function
and Γ(ν) the gamma function.
k(x,x′) = σ2f · exp
[−(x− x′)2
2l2
]
(4)
k(x,x′) = σ2f ·
21−ν
Γ(ν)
(
√
2ν(x− x′)2
l
)νKν(
√
2ν(x− x′)2
l
) (5)
The hyperparameters are a set of parameters which com-
pletely define the covariance function. The squared expo-
nential and the Mate´rn class covariance function are defined
by: 1) σ2f as the maximum allowed covariance and 2) l
modeling the covariance between variables separated by a
certain distance.
Here, we define the mean function for the Gaussian
Process m(x) to be zero, since we do not want to assume a
prior data model of the physical process.
2For simplicity in the notation, the formulation corresponds to a one-
dimensional input space, which can be extrapolated to a multidimensional
input space.
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III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
Setup
We consider a scenario containing 3 elements: an environ-
ment, the information within the environment and a single
agent.
We define the environment as the set of spatial positions
S = [s], s ∈ R3. The information contained in the
environment is organized as information objects expressed
by O = [o], o ∈ R where each information object is
placed in a spatial position s ∈ S. We consider a complex
environment, i.e. one that is populated by obstacles that
occupy the spatial positions So = [s]. The exploration
is performed by a single agent which collects noiseless
measurements in the set of measurements MS = [o], with
o ∈ R. Additionally, it performs predictions and stores them
as Gaussian distributions in the sets of means PM = [pm],
pm ∈ R and variances PV = [pv], pv ∈ R+.
The algorithm consists of 5 tasks executed sequentially, at
each step the agent takes in the environment:
A. Sensing
At every spatial position s reached, the agent takes one
measurement (sensing) and stores it in MS:
M̂S = MS ∪ {os}, ∀s ∈ So (6)
where os is the measurement at position s.
A spatial position may be sensed more than once, depending
on the path the agent takes.
B. Prediction
The prediction process acts as an additional help at col-
lecting information. Besides sensing, the uncertainty is also
decreased by predicting values around the agent’s path,
based on measurements taken. We define the area around
the agent’s position where the means and variances are
calculated as the prediction area:
PARp (s0) = {s, |s− s0| ≤ Rp} (7)
with s0 the agent’s position and Rp the prediction length.
The observations input space and predictive input space form
the entire prediction area: x ∪ x∗ = PA .
The larger the prediction area, the more quickly the un-
certainty decreases due to a larger observations input space.
However, the complexity of computing the estimates grows
cubically with the number of observations, which raises the
issue of tuning PA depending on the available resources.
The resulting means and variances from PM and PV
are updated at each step. During the movement, overlapping
occurs (see Figure 2) between prediction areas at different
steps:
PAoverlap = PARp (s
(l)
0 )− PARp (s(k)0 ) (8)
with s(l)0 , s
(k)
0 the agent’s position at steps l and k, respec-
tively.
In situations like this, only the better predictions are updated:
pms =
{
os ⇔ MS(s) = os
ms∗ ⇔ MS(s) 6= os and σ2s∗ < σ2sold
(9)
s1 
s2 
Rp 
Rp 
sl0 
sk0 
s3 
Fig. 2: Overlap of the prediction area at steps k and l; positions
s1, s2 (orange) have better predictions at step l (σ2s1
(l)
< σ2s1
(k),
σ2s2
(l)
< σ2s2
(k)) and will be updated.
pvs =
{
0 ⇔MS(s) = os
σ2s∗ ⇔ MS(s) 6= os and σ2s∗ < σ2sold
(10)
C. Scanning
The goal of the Scanning Process is the obstacle detection
within the environment. This information is stored and used
afterwards in the decision-making process in order to avoid
obstacles. The scanning is defined by geometrical parameters
that characterize the area swept by a laser scanner and the
ray-emitting process (see Figure 3). In compact form, we
have the 4-tuplet (s0, θ, α, rs) denoting the agent’s position
(origin of rays), the angle view, the scanning resolution and
the sensor range.
The process is repeated at every step in order to make
decisions as early as possible.
α 
S0 
θ rs 
Fig. 3: The Scanning process. The agent’s laser scanner emits rays
that might intersect obstacles (black).
D. Decision Making. Next Position
In exploration we aim to decrease the uncertainty in the
environment. Given every position s is characterized by a
Gaussian distribution N (µ, σ2), this translates into visiting
positions with high variance.
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P positions according to the highest P variances are
chosen. We define a P -combination as an order of the P
positions:
cP = (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP ) (11)
with i1, i2, . . . , iP ∈ {1, 2, . . . , P}.
Cost Function (C)
The combinations will be assessed by optimizing a cost
function and then compared to find the order in which they
will be visited. We design the cost function to embed the
core behavior of the algorithm.
We pick the cost function as
C(pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP ) =
H(pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP )
t(pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP )
(12)
where H denotes the information gained by the agent due to
traversing combination (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP ) and is calculated
as the entropy of the combination. t is the total time to
traverse combination (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP ).
The path is computed by applying a Modified A* algo-
rithm to the combination (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP ). It determines
a total covered area, by centering the prediction areas at
all positions in the path. The entropy of the combination is
calculated as the sum of the entropies of all positions within
the area:
H(pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP ) =
i=|Acomb|∑
i=1
H(si) (13)
with Acomb as the set of positions within the area covered
by the combination (pi1 , pi2 , . . . , piP ).
Velocity Profile
We define a state x as the tuplet x =
(
s
v
)
, with s the agent’s
position and v the agent’s velocity. Based on the information
collected through the scanning process, the algorithm calcu-
lates a velocity profile from the current state xcurr to the goal-
states xgoal that are elements of the P -combination. In this
manner, the agent can set its velocity at any moment in time
so that the time t to traverse the combination is minimized.
In this manner, the agent is enabled to accelerate when the
current map of obstacles allows it to and decelerate in time
to reach the required velocity at the next state.
Having the entropy H and time t of the combination, C
can be calculated, as seen in (12).
Ordering
C is calculated for a predefined number of combinations
(depending on the complexity we want to achieve) and
the highest value indicates the order of the positions. The
combinations that are compared are obtained by shuffling
the positions inside.
E. Movement
Every combination has an associated path, calculated with
Modified A*. Once the order is determined by the Decision
Making process, the agent executes the first step on the path.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
We test the proposed algorithm in a hybrid setup including
real sensor data and subsequent simulation of the agent’s
movements and sensing. We use a personal computer running
MATLAB3 for our simulations. The information objects
correspond to the magnetic field intensities in an indoor
environment. We measure the magnetic field intensities using
a robotic platform and a magnetic field sensor.
A. Experimental Setup
We use a holonomic robot equipped with an IMU to
measure the magnetic field maps (see Figure 4). The robot is
a modified version of the commercially available Slider plat-
form by Commonplace Robotics. Due to its four mecanum
wheels the platform is able to perform omnidirectional
movements, following input commands for forward, lateral
and rotational velocities.
a proprietary protocol for configuration and data logging;
the MTw uses a proprietary wireless communications link
operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. For the experiments,
both the odometry measurements ZUk and magnetic field
measurements ZBk are received at 100 Hz.
We used these sensors for the robotic magnetic mapping,
the non-legged localization, and the pedestrian localization.
For the robotic mapping, we mount the sensor on a wooden
beam that extended 0.75 m from the center of the robot.
The purpose of this beam is to separate the sensor from
the robot’s ferroma netic components (e.g., bearings, steel
screws) and electromagnetic field generating devices (e.g.,
motors, motor drivers). We note that the distance of 0.75 m
was selected due to its sufficient separation yet reasonable
length with respect to the difficulty of positioning a long
“lever rm.”
C. Robotic Platform
In this work, we use an omnidirectional robot to perform
mapping as well as to analyze localization performance
for wheeled platforms. The robot is a modified version of
the commercially available Slider platform by Common-
place Robotics, see Fig. 5. The platform’s chassis made
of aluminum sheet metal, and its overall dimensions are
450 mm ×300 mm ×170 mm (length × width × height).
The drive system consists of two motor drivers with two
channels, four gearmotors with magnetic encoders, and four
Mecanum wheels of 150 mm diameter.
Fig. 5. Robotic platform with sensor arm in a calibrated projection of the
magnetic field intensity.
The platform is fully holonomic and accepts forward,
lateral, and rotational velocity control inputs. The differential
measurements (∆xUk ,∆Θ
U
k ) are derived from the odometry
measurements ZUk received from the four wheel encoders at
a rate of 50 Hz.
D. Foot-mounted Sensor Platform
For the legged locomotion experiments, we rigidly
mounted the sensor packages described in Section IV-B
onto a human’s shoe, see Fig. 6. The odometry measure-
ments ZUk from the inertial sensors are processed with
a ZUPT/ZARU/MARU-aided Unscented Kalman filter in
accordance to [31] to derive the differential measurements
(∆xUk ,∆Θ
U
k ) of the foot. We not only use the odometry
measurements during the stance phase, but also during the
Fig. 6. A pedestrian wearing a shoe equipped with a MTw sensor and
reflective IR markers.
stride phase of the step movement cycle. Additionally, we
equipped the shoe with reflective markers in order to obtain
ground truth trajectory data from the motion tracking system.
E. System Setup and Software Framework
We extensively used the Robot Operating System (ROS)
Framework [32] to acquire various sources of data (ground
truth poses from motion tracking, magnetic measurement
data, wheel odometry) and to control our wheeled robot. We
implemented our particle filter using the Python program-
ming language. Lastly, we used NumPy, Matplotlib [33], and
OpenCV to compute the homography of the magnetic field
and project it in realtime on the floor of our motion capture
laboratory, see Fig. 1.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Magnetic Field Mapping
In preparation for our localization experiments, we created
two separate maps of the magnetic field in our motion capture
laboratory. The first map was created in December 2012 by
manually sweeping the sensor at ground-level using a tackle,
which resulted in a map grid size of 10 cm. The second
map was created in March 2013 by automating our ground
robot (Fig. 5), which resulted in a higher resolution map
of 1 cm grid size. Both mapping methods used the motion
capture system discussed in Section IV-A to determine the
locations of the magnetic field measurements, and the re-
sulting ground-level maps of the three dimensional magnetic
field were approximately 40 m2. The similarities between
these two maps constructed four months apart suggest that
the magnetic field within our motion capture laboratory is
temporally stable over long periods of time.
B. Non-legged Robot Localization
We have carried out a number of experiments to inves-
tigate the localization performance for non-legged locomo-
tion. More specifically, we aimed to localize the holonomic
wheeled platform described in Section IV-C. In a first
experiment, we manually commanded the robot by setting
its forward, lateral, and rotational velocities with a computer
input device. Fig. 7 shows in green the ground truth trajectory
measured by the motion capture system, while the odometry
is shown in red.
2013 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), November 3-7, 2013. Tokyo, Japan
Fig. 4: Holonomic robot by Commonplace Robotics, equipped with
a magnetic field sensor, generating a magnetic field intensity map.
Here, we projected a visual representation of the measured magnetic
field intensities on the lab floor.
The magnetic field sensor module used in the reported
experiments is part of a commercial integrated sensor pack-
age (Xsens MTx). We mounted the sensor on a wooden
beam that xtended 0.75 m from th center f the rob t.
The purpose of this beam is to separate the sensor from the
robot’s ferromagnetic components and electromagnetic field
generating devices.
We employ a c mmercial motion capture syste (Vicon)
to provide ground truth information of the robot’s position.
Our particular setup consists of 16 infrared sensitive cameras
and infrared strobes.
B. Simulation Results
We execute the algorithm with a simulated agent. The
information objects are based on a 40m2 map of the magnetic
field intensity of 4128 samples, captured on the ground
within the DLR lab with a resolution4 of 10 cm. The chosen
resolution depends on the final application of the obtained
map (in this case localization by using the magnetic field
features [15]). We learn the hyperparameters of the Gaussian
Process model by maximizing the marginal likelihood of a
3We use the GPML Toolbox [14] to carry out regression with Gaussian
Processes.
4Spatial distance between two consecutive measurements.
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subset of the information objects [13]. Then we use the re-
maining information objects for the experimental validation.
For simulations purposes, we considered a discretized,
cell-based, 43×96 environment (grid), with the agent moving
between the cells’ centers. The prediction area is square-
shaped with the side equal to 2Rp. There are 4 types of
obstacles that are randomly generated each run: triangle- and
square-shaped in big and small sizes. The start position is
also randomized each run to prove robustness of results.
1) Comparison with Random Movement in a random
environment): It can be seen in Figure 5 that the novel
algorithm outperforms a random movement of the agent
as it reduces the mean square error (MSE) much faster.
Given the exploration process is intended to take place in
disaster management scenarios, having a quick reduction in
uncertainty is of great importance.
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Fig. 5: Random movement vs. Proposed Algorithm. 50 runs, 15
obstacles (square side=triangle height=triangle base=5), Rp = 11,
P = 1, C = H
t
, Environment Size = 43× 96.
2) Comparison with Random Movement in a particular
environment (building floor): The 2nd floor at the Institute of
Communications and Navigation at DLR (see Figure 6) was
used as a particular environment to exemplify the algorithm’s
performance (see Figure 7). The obstacles are the walls,
stairs, etc. that compose that floor.
Fig. 6: Plan of 2nd floor, Inst. for Comm. and Navigation, DLR.
3) Comparison with other algorithms in an obstacle-free
environment: We also covered the obstacle-free scenario and
in Figure 8 we compared the algorithm with a previously de-
veloped algorithm at DLR that performs exploration without
taking obstacles into consideration [2].
4) Evaluation of the prediction length: The MSE reduces
when increasing the prediction area, at the cost of increased
complexity due to performing prediction in more positions.
We illustrate the behavior of the algorithm in a random
environment for multiple values of Rp in Figure 9. Depend-
ing on the size of the environment (here 43 × 96), there is
a saturation point after which a larger Rp does not boost
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Fig. 7: Random movement vs. Proposed Algorithm. 50 runs, 15
obstacles (square side=triangle height=triangle base=5), Rp = 11,
P = 1, C = H
t
, Environment Size = 43× 96.
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Fig. 8: Previously developed Algorithm [2] vs. Proposed Algorithm.
50 runs, no obstacles, Rp = 11, P = 1, C = Ht , Environment Size
= 43× 96.
performance anymore (see Rp = 100 (red) w.r.t. Rp = 20
(green)).
5) Evaluation of parameter P : In Figure 10 we investi-
gate the decision making process by testing multiple values
for the number P of highest variances that are chosen to
be ordered and then visited and check which produce the
best performance. Although no major difference is observed,
choosing just the single highest variance tends to reduce the
MSE faster; also, no comparison is needed, which yields a
decrease in complexity.
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Fig. 9: Proposed Algorithm with different prediction lengths. 50
runs, 15 obstacles (square side=triangle height=triangle base=5),
Rp = 1, 5, 20, 100, P = 1, C = Ht , Environment Size = 43× 96.
6) Performance evaluation in increasingly occupied en-
vironments: Additionally, we are interested to validate the
performance of the algorithm in scenarios where different
percentages of the environment is obstructed by obstacles.
Simulations are run 20 times for each percentage tested (see
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Figure 11). It can be observed that no major differences
occur between curves, which is proof for the stability of
the performance. Independently of the amount of available
information, the MSE decreases in time equally.
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Fig. 10: Proposed Algorithm with different prediction lengths. 50
runs, 15 obstacles (square side=triangle height=triangle base=5),
Rp = 1, 5, 20, 100, P = 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, C = Ht , Environment Size =
43× 96.
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Fig. 11: Proposed Algorithm employed in an environment occu-
pied in different percentages. 20 runs, Percentage occupied[%]:
5,10,13,15,18,20, Rp = 11, p = 1, C = H, t, Environment Size =
43× 96.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We proposed and assessed a novel algorithm for efficient,
single agent-based exploration in a complex, unknown en-
vironment. The inference of the environment is performed
by both direct sensing and predicting through Gaussian pro-
cesses, while the obstacle avoidance is covered by the Mod-
ified A* algorithm. We showed the algorithm outperforms
the random movement of the agent and also a previously
developed algorithm, used in obstacle-free environments.
We confirmed the intuitive behavior that by increasing the
prediction area the mean square error decreases faster in
time and we came to the conclusion that we can achieve
a relatively better performance (and less computation) by
always choosing only one target with high variance. The
algorithm is also stable in terms of performance when the
agent is deployed in environments with different occupancy
percentages.
Further work that stems from the algorithm and its setup
includes employing multiple agents in the complex environ-
ment in order to share the information inferred. Therefore, we
could use scheduling techniques in order to achieve higher
performance by defining a global cost function common to all
the agents. In order to do that, consensus algorithms should
be investigated. In this work, we have not considered the
uncertainties present in realistic scenarios. In future work we
would like to take into account three types of uncertainties:
pose, dynamics, and sensor uncertainties both to recognize
the obstacles and to measure the physical process. In ad-
dition, we aim to derive algorithms that take into account
the robot’s dynamics constraints. One aspect that is subject
to further investigations is the algorithm’s computational
complexity. More efficient path planning methods could
be used to address this problem. One alternative which is
scalable and efficient for high dimensional spaces are rapidly
exploring random trees. In addition, in order to verify the
applicability of the algorithm, we aim to test it with a robot
in-the-loop.
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